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Introduction
This document will be covering what you need to know about pelvic fractures. The most common mechanism for pelvic fractures: motor vehicle or motorcycle crashes (43-58%), followed by pedestrian struck (20-22%), and then falls (5-30%). Pelvic fractures only make up ~3% of all skeletal injuries but their overall mortality is quite high at 10%. Open pelvic fractures comprise only 2-4% of all pelvic fractures, but their mortality rates skyrocket, approaching 50%. Older patients have a bad time; age >60 with significant pelvic fracture predicts the likelihood of bleeding requiring angiography.

Brief review of pelvic anatomy
Think of it as 4 bones: the right and left hip bones, the sacrum, and the coccyx.
When assessing pelvic ring injuries, we should think in terms of pelvic stability. Pelvic stability depends on the integrity of a combination of bones and ligaments. Stable fractures are able to withstand normal physiologic loading without significant displacement over time, whereas unstable fractures tend to displace. In general, fractures and dislocations with displacement of more than 1 cm and injuries that compromise the posterior SI ligaments are often unstable and warrant close attention at initial evaluation.
The posterior SI ligaments are the key vertical stabilizers of the pelvis! Therefore, L5 transverse process fractures should raise your suspicion for pelvic ring instability. The L5 nerve root exits its foramen just below that L5 transverse process then runs posteriorly along the sacrum. So, if the vector of force was in the right direction and of sufficient force to fracture the L5TP, it may have injured the posterior ligament complex, which is critical for stability of the pelvis.

Historically, pelvic fractures have been classified according to whether there is pelvic stability or instability. You do not need to memorize the details of the different classification systems (#thankgod) but should understand that sorting pelvic fractures based on force vectors allows the orthopedic surgeon to apply external fixation in the most appropriate manner to correct pelvic deformity and to maximize patients’ survival.

Specific to the “Young and Burgess” classification currently used is that the pelvic bony injury pattern can predict associated injuries. Head and chest trauma are associated with lateral compression injuries, while visceral injury and hemorrhage are associated with AP compression injuries. It was originally thought that this classification could predict the extent of hemorrhage… but subsequent studies have shown that significant hemorrhage can still occur with even “lesser” fractures.

Pelvic radiography
Let’s talk about trauma codes and initial plain films. Plain films from the initial trauma series has been found to have a low sensitivity (55%) for predicting stability. Repeat: that first x-ray is not reliable in determining whether a pelvic injury is stable.
So, what should we be looking for on those initial pelvic films?

ABCs: alignment, bones, cartilage, soft tissues.

There are anatomical lines of the pelvis on an anteroposterior radiograph as pictured to the right. These lines should be continuous and smooth.
One question that comes up in reviewing AP radiographs is what’s a normal pubic symphysis? The answer is 4-5 mm unless the patient is pregnant. In a pregnant patient, the pubic symphysis may relax up to 9mm.

AP radiographs are helpful for assessing pelvic symmetry and anterior ring, iliac wing, and transverse process fractures. You should look for symmetry of the wings and should compare the obturator foramina.

Specific fractures
Think of these fractures by mechanism.

#1: Lateral compression fractures. Think of an MVC or MCC patient who has been T-boned. Lateral compression fractures are associated with head and chest injuries.

#2: AP Compression fractures are typically from head-on motor vehicle accidents, motorcycle accidents, falls, and crush injuries. They typically produce external rotation of one or both hemipelvises, leading to an “open-book” type of injury. Again: look for symmetry of the iliac wings on your plain films. Remember that AP compression fractures are associated with visceral injuries and hemorrhage. Substantial hemorrhage and arterial bleeding are most prevalent with AP compression injuries, and the
Pelvic fractures - open books can kill! severity may be determined on the basis of whether active extravasation is present on arterial phase images or whether a large volume of pelvic hemorrhage is present. The presence of more than 500 mL of extraperitoneal hemorrhage has been found to correspond with a 50% probability of pelvic arterial injury. AP compression injuries with severed arteries are associated with high rates of morbidity and mortality.

#3: Vertical shear fractures are caused by cranially directed high-energy forces from violent axial loading of the hemipelvis, such as occurs with falls from a height where the patient lands on an extended leg. The exact fracture pattern depends on both the amount of force applied and the relative strength of the bone and ligamentous structures.

#4: Acetabular fractures. A typical case would be a driver in MVC with right hip pain, whose foot was extended on the gas pedal. If there is concern for an acetabular fracture, CT is the best diagnostic modality. Look on the CT if you suspect an acetabular fracture and the plain radiograph is inconclusive.

**Presentation**

In an alert trauma patient you would expect the obvious here: symptoms like abdominal pain, pelvic pain, hip pain, back pain. Signs of possible pelvic fracture include tachycardia, hypotension, bruising of the flanks, pelvis, or groin, abdominal distention, leg length discrepancy.

**Assessment of the pelvis during trauma**

True pelvic volume is about 1.5 liters. However, disruption of the retroperitoneum leads to a non-compressible space for hemorrhage to accumulate. On the average, an adult human male who weighs 70 kg has a blood volume of about 5 liters. You can essentially bleed out your entire blood volume, into your pelvis.

Which of the following is the most likely source of hemorrhage in a major trauma patient with pelvic fractures?

It’s the venous plexus. Classically venous hemorrhage accounts for 90% of bleeding from pelvic fractures, and arterial bleeding accounts for only 10%. Hemorrhage due to pelvic fracture remains a major cause of mortality and morbidity in trauma patients.

**Pelvic Stabilization**

The use of a pelvic stabilizing device (an orthotic, or sheet binding) does NOT seem to limit blood loss in patients with pelvic hemorrhage. It DOES however effectively reduce fracture displacement and decrease pelvic volume. Cadaver studies suggest pelvic binding does not generate sufficient pressures to “tamponade” bleeding. Reduction of pathologic movement/Prevention of re-injury is probably the most important clinically. Again, never rock the pelvis #guardtheclot!

Pelvic sheet binding is equal to an external fixation device in terms of pelvic stability. Sheets/binders should be centered over the greater trochanters—not the abdomen (see the image to the right). The goal of binding is “neutral” position; do not over-rotate the unstable pelvis inward—that may exacerbate posterior injury and venous bleeding.

**Pelvic angiography**

Patients with pelvic fractures and hemodynamic instability or signs of ongoing bleeding after non-pelvic sources of blood loss have been ruled out should be considered for pelvic angiography with embolization. Patients with evidence of arterial intravenous contrast extravasation in the pelvis by CT may require pelvic angiography and embolization regardless of hemodynamic status. Patients older than 60 years with major pelvic fracture (open book, butterfly segment, or vertical shear) should be considered for pelvic angiography without regard for hemodynamic status.

Note that “pre-peritoneal packing” and “external fixation prior to exploratory laparotomy” are institutionally dependent. We have spoken with several orthopedic and trauma physicians elsewhere and this really does vary.

**References:** Check out the website for a full list of references, if we posted them here we would kill a lot more trees.